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ABSTRACT
In accordance with the Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Policy Amendments Act
of 1985 and under the guidance of 10 CFR 61, States have begun entering into
compacts to establish and operate regional disposal facilities for low-level
radioactivewaste. The progress a State makes in implementinga process to
identify a specific location for a disposal site is one ind cationof th
level of a State's commitment to meeting its responsibilitiesunder Federal
law and interstate compact agreements. During the past few years, several
States have been engaged in site selection processes. The purpose of this
report is to summarize the site selection approachesof some of the Host
States (California,Michigan,Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Texas, and
Illinois),and their progress to date. An additionalpurpose of the report is,
to discern whether the Host States' site selectionprocesseswere heavily
influenzedby any common factors. One factor each State held in common was
that political and public processes exerted a powerful influence on the site
se]ectionprocess at virtuallyevery stage.
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APPROACHES TO LLW DISPOSAL SITE SELECTION
AND CLIRRENT PROGRESS OF HOST STATES
INTRODUCTION
i In 1959, States began assuming responsibilityfor licensingand
regulating radioactivewaste and other materials Following enactmentof an
amendment to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. States which entered into an
agreementwith the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission to regulate certain
types of radioactivematerials (includinglow-level radioactivewaste) were
known as Agreement States. The Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Policy Amendments
Act of 1985 (the Act) reaffirms policies of earlier legislationmaking States
responsiblefor disposal of certain low-level radioactivewaste (LLW)
generatedwithin their borders. A Host State is a State which is responsible
for developing a LLW disposal facility either on its own or for a compact
region of States.
In agreementwith the earlier Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Policy Act of
1980, the Act found that low-levelradioactivewaste can be disposed of most
safely and effectivelyon a regional basis. The Act provided that States may
enter into compacts to establishand operate regional disposal facilities for
low-level radioactivewaste. The Act also provided that LLW compact regions
given Congressional_.nsent could limit use of their disposal sites to waste
generated within their respectiveregions. The Act sets forth a series of
milestones, incentives,and penalties for developmentof new LLW disposal
capacity. Compact regions and States that meet each of the milestonesmay
continue to access the three operating disposal facilities in Nevada, South
Carolina, and Washingtonthrough 1992.
, The progress a State makes in implementinga process to identify a
specific location for a LLW disposal site is one indication of the level of a
State's commitment to meeting its responsibilitiesunder Federal law and
interstate compact agreements. During the past few years, severalHost States
have been engaged in site selection processes. This report summarizestheir
approaches to site selectionand their progress thus far.
I
DIRECTIONUNDER10 CFR61
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) defines the technical and
procedural framework for site selection in Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 611 (]0 CFR61). This regulation outlines the procedures,
criteria, and conditions under which the NRCor an Agreement State agency will
review applications and issue a license for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. The regulation defines the performance objectives and
technical requirements that must be met throughout the life of the disposal
faci I i ty.
10 CFR 61 establishes four performance objectives for a disposal
facility:
• The facility must provide reasonable assurancesthat the general
population will be protected from the release of radioactivity
• During the postclosure period, inadvertent intruders onto the site
will not be exposed to unacceptable levels of radioactivity
• Individuals operating the facility must have adequate protection
from radiation exposure
• The disposal sit_ must remain stable during the postclosure
period.
The regulation also sets forth a number of technical requirements. These
address
• Disposal site suitability requirements
• Disposal site design
• Disposal facilityoperation and closure
• Environmentalmonitoring





• Alternative requirementsfor waste classificationand
characteristics
° Institutionalrequirements.
i In addition to the general requirementsin 10 CFR 61, each State has
established siting requirementsspecific to its particular needs and
circumstances. These include hydrologicaland geological factors,
environmentaland public health factors, natural and cultural reso_Irce
factors, socioeconomicfactors, local land use factors, transportation
factors, and aesthetic factors.
States have flexibility in the approaches they use in selectingdisposal
sites. Generally, a geographic map overlay process is used to eliminate large
tracts of land from further considerationor to identifylocations that may be
suitable for a disposal site. For purposes of efficiency, site screening
generally uses a phased approach, first applying data which is readily and
uniformly availableacross the entire study area. By first eliminatingareas
easily identifiableas not suitable,subsequent phases of the screening can
focus on smaller land units for which data may be more difficultto attain.
After exhausting all availabledata that can be applied in a map screening
process, area visits by teams of specialistsare generally necessary in order
to identify local features that qualify or disqualify specific areas.
= Two kinds of criteria generallyare used in screening" exclusionaryand
avoidance (the names may vary). Areas that include exclusionaryfactors are
• eliminated from further consideration. The effect of avoidancecriteria on an
area is cumulative, so that an area may be e'liminatedif it exhibits a number
of avoidancecharacteristics. Some States use formulas that assign each
avoidance criteria a numericalvalue based on its importanceto the screening_
• , process while other States do not use these "weightingfactors." Screening
may also be conducted using "favorability"criteria to identify eligible
areas, rather than using avoidancecriteria to eliminate ineligibleareas.
Because favorabilitycriteria are the converse of avoidancecriteria, the_
practical effect on site identificationis the same.
The varying approaches taken by States result from differing
prescriptions in State siting laws, differentways to apply the ger_eral
requirementsof 10 CFR 61, and different methodologiesused by States in the
site selectionprocess.
JHOST STATE APPROACHES
Following is a description of the methods and criteria used by some of
the States that have undertaken the siting process. These are California,
Michigan, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina,Texas, and Illinois.
California--HostState for the Southw__estCompact Reqion
California is the Host State for the SouthwesternLow-LevelRadioactive
Waste Disposal Compact region, which also includesArizona, North Dakota, and
South Dakota. Under the compact legislation,California will be Host State
for the LLW disposal facility for 30 years and has the option of extending its
duration as Host State. The State expects the disposal facility to become
operational in late 199]. The compact legislationleaves the responsibility
for establishingand regulating the disposal facility to the Host State.
In 1983, prior to California'smembership in a compact region, the State
enacted a Senate bill requiring Californiato develop a LLW disposal facility
in response to the requirementsof the Federal Low-Level RadioactiveWaste
Policy Act of 1980. The California law directed the Department of Health
Services (DHS) to conduct a screening study to identify potentiallysuitable
siting areas within the State, and to select a license designee from the
private sector to establish a disposal facility.
The regional screeningwas based on criteria established in 10 CFR 61, *
as well as on additional State exclusionaryand suitabilitycriteria developed
in 1982. Under State screening criteria,a disposal facility
• Must be located away from large, expanding populationcenters
° Must be located where 10 inches of rain or less falls annually
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° Should not be located in areas where facility operations may
degrade groundwater quality
• Should not be over zones of active faulting where seismic activity
could affect the facility's operations and objectives
• Should not be within an area with conditions that will be
conducive to flooding, in a coastal high hazard area, wetlands or
100-year flood plain
• Should have features to allow full characterization, modeling,
monitoring, and analysis of geologic, meteorologic, hydrologic,
and radiologic factors.
The DHS completed its screening in April 1984. The requirement limiting
the amount of rainfall eliminated large portions of the State and led DHS to
designate the State's arid regiorJs as potentially eligible for the site at
this first level of screening.
The 1983 California law requires the DHS to select a company from the
private sector to be license designee with the exclusive right to find a site,
apply for a license, develop a disposal facility, operate it, and eventually
close it. The law, however, does not make a State agency responsible for
overseeing the progress of site development activities.
During 1984, US Ecology submitted a proposal to site, build, and operate
a LLWdisposal facility in California. In its proposal, the company expanded
the State siting criteria and developed the concept of siting a disposal
facility in topographically closed desert basins, on the premise that. sites in
such basins could be characterized and modeled with a greater degree of
confidence than other locations. Fourteen desert basins in California's
southeastern desert were identified as preliminary study areas in the bid
proposal.
US Ecology was selected in December 1985 and given the authority to
. identify and evaluate potential siting areas; select the site; apply for a
license; and develop, operate and eventually close a disposal facility. Early
in ]986, the company reviewed the 14 proposed preliminary basin areas against
Federal and State criteria and expanded the preliminary areas to 18 areas
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located in Inyo, Riverside, and San Bernardinocounties. Further evaluation
using exclusicnaryand high,avoidancecriteria reduced the areas to 16 basins
comprising slightly more than 1,000 square miles.
State legislation required public involvementin the siting process. In
the contract proposal, US Ecologynoted that it considered public involvement
in the siting process to be a key element in public acceptance of the final
decision. US Ecology sponsoredthe League of Women Voters in establishinga
citizens' advisory committee (CAC) to participate with the company in
developing site selection criteria, assigning relativeweights and values to
thos,;criteria, evaluating attributesof specific siting areas, and
' recommendingspecific siting areas for detailed study.
The CAC was composed of 12 members" three from each of the three
counties containing the basins, one Native American representative,one
at-large environmentalgroup representative,and one representativefrom the
low'levelradioactivewaste generators.
The CAC met six times from June 1986 through January 1987, and
progressedthrough a series of steps before recommendingto US Ecology a set
of preferred siting areas. During this series of meetings, the CAC helped US
Ecology identify areas of public concern in selecting a disposal site, helped
establish siting criteria,and rated each of the 16 candidate sites.
Based on field reconnaissance,CAC recommendations,public meeting
comments, citizen letters, resolutions from local officials, and consultation
with Native American tribal groups, in February 1987 US Ecology designated
three _reas for detailed site characterization' Ward Valley, Silurian Valley,
_- and Panamint Valley.
Initially,each of the three candidate sites received equal emphasis.
_- Characterizationincluded evaluationof mineral resourcemanagement, well "
canvasses, electrical resistivitysounding, gravity and magnetic surveys,
seismic work and surface water flow stuaies. These were intended to identify
factors that would disqualify the sites from receivingan operating license.
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Exploratoryborings and groundwatertable observationwells were planned
for each site. However, seismic profiles for the Panamint Valley site
indicatedthe possible presence of earthquake faults underlying the site.
Drilling was deferred there, and wells and meteorologicalstationswere
developed only for the Ward and Silurian sites.
US Ecology continued public involvement,working with the League of
Women Voters to establish a local advisorycommittee for each site. The local
committees,whose members were nominatedby local organizations_served as
objective fact-findingorganizations. They provided US Ecologywith community
views on issues importantto the siting process and helped make information
about the project available to the community.
Comprehensivedescriptionsof each candidate site were sent to CAC
members in September 1987, with the request that the members compare the three
sites and recommendwhich sites should be proposed for development and which,
if any, should be eliminated from consideration, lhe CAC unanimously
recommendedthat the Panamint Valley site be removed from consideration. The
group was divided on which of the remainingtwo sites was preferred.
Both the Ward and Silurian Valley sites satisfiedUS Ecology'scriteria
of a technicallyexcellent site that was also generally supportedby the local
community. However, from the technical factors related to licensing, US
Ecology believed the Ward Valley site was the better location. Contributing
factors included superior surfacewater and erosion control conditions,
greater depth to groundwaterand bedrock,greater distance to active and
potentiallyactive earthquake faults,and superior infiltrationresistance
I characteristics. Biologically,however,development of the Ward Valley siteould have a greater env ronmentalimpact because of its location in deser
• tortoise habitat and because it is in an area of greater overall biological
diversity.
An ad hoc Desert Tortoise Working Group was formed to study the impact
the disposal facility might have on the tortoise. The group recommended,
among other measures, fencing the disposal site, relocatingtortoises within
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their existing home range, and educating site workers about the reptile. The
working group also had determined that tortoiseswere being killed while
crossing a nearby highway. The group recommendedfencing along that portion
of the highway traversingthe desert tortoise home range, forcing the
tortoises to use existing culverts under the highway to get from one side of
the road to the other. If such measures were implemented,it was believed
that development of the site in Ward Valley could result in a net benefit to
the species.
The Ward Valley site was designated as the proposed site in March 1988
by US Ecology and was accepted by the DHS. A license applicationwas
submitted to the DHS in December 1989. License applicationhearings were held
in three locations in the desert area of southwesternCalifornia July 16, 17,
and 18, 1990. No issues arose that could cause undue delay in the siting
process. US Ecology will continue working on the environmentalimpact report
and the license review documents_ DHS certificationof the environmental
impact report is expected by the fall of 1990 and a licensingdecision by the
end cf the year. The facility is expected to be operational in late 1991,
well in advance of the January I, 1993, deadline.
Michigan--HostState for the MidwestCompact Reqion
_
Michigan enacted legislation in 1982 authorizingthe State to enter the
Midwest InterstateLow-t.e'elRadioactiveWaste Management Compact. The
compact region also includes Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and
Wisconsin. In June 1987, the compact region member States selectedMichigan to
be the initialHost State for the compact region's LLW disposal facility._
In December 1987, the Michigan Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Authority
(the Authority) was establishedby State law and was given responsibilityto
implement the State program to develop a low-level radioactivewaste disposal
facility. Specific responsibilitiesincludedeveloping a siting process, "
identifyingsiting criteria, selectinga site for recommendationto the State
legislature for approval,and applying for a license to develop and operate
the facility.
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The Authority establisheda siting criteria advisory committee, as
mandated by law, to assist the Authority in carrying out its responsibilities.
The advisory committee, made up of five technicalmembers from the Michigan
TechnologicalUniversity,Michigan State University,and the University of
i Michigan, assisted the Authority in establishingsiting criteria. The
criteria adopted by the Authority are based on Federalregulations,including
10 CFR 61 as well as applicableMichigan statutes. Michigan's siting criteria
are divided into two categories: exclusionarycriteria that eliminate an area
from further consideration,and favorabilitycriteria that distinguish the
relative suitabilityof those areas not excluded from further consideration.
The siting process establishedby the Authority involves
• Conducting a statewide exclusionaryscreeningto identify the
remaining potentiallysuitable areas
° Screening the potentiallysuitable areas to identify candidate
areas
° Selecting three candidate sites for site characterization
• Evaluating the candidate sites to select a preferred host site for
recommendationto the State legislaturefor consideration.
Between November 1988 and September 1989, a team of Michigan State
University scientists applied statewidecriteria to eliminate areas from
furtherconsideration. The team divided the State into individualgeographic
cells each measuring one square kilometer. Using an automated system, each
sauare was compared against certain of the exclusionarycriteria; if a square
met any of the criteria, it was removed from consideration.
Excluded were incorporatedareas and urban population centers, areas
adjacent to major water bodies subject to flooding,areas subject to geologic
instability,and areas locatedwithin 10 miles of the Great Lakes. Also
excluded were unique wilderness areas, national and State parks, and wild and
" scenic rivers.
Applicationof exclusionarycriteria eliminated 97 percent of the State
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from further consideration,leavingthree percent or 1,127,000 acres of
Michigan land (BI contiguous areas) as potentiallysuitable for a disposal
facility.
In October 1989, the Authority announced selectionof three candidate
areas contained entirely within the borders of three counties. The three
areas total3ed 49,000 acres, or one-tenthof one percent of the State. The
candidate areas were 16,550 acres in St. Clair County, 16,750 acres in
Ontonagan County, and 15,500 acres in Lenawee County.
The Authority sele.ted the three areas because they were the largest
contiguous areas among these identified as potentially suitable in the
exclusionary screening. The large areas were selected in order to give the
Authority flexibility in identifying three candidate sites of 2,250 to
4,000 acres. The site specifi:a'ion of 2,250 acres corresponds to the minimum
parcel capable of being analyzed using the computer mapping system available
to the Authority and the minimum size necessary to allow flexibility in the
final placp.mentof a ],200-acre f_cilit;',the size specified in Michigan law.
(For comparison,the Barnwell County disposal site in South Carolina,
currently the nation's iaFgest, is just over 200 acres, includingall buffer
zones and administrativeareas.)
; The Authority establisheda public advisory committee to assist and
advise the Authority on _he evaluation of the three candidate areas. The
public advisorj committee is made up of representativeschosen from
organizationsrecognized for skills and expertise in different subjects
importantto siting a disposal facility. Chaired by the representativeof the
League of !_omenVoters, the committee includes members from the Farm Bureau;
_. the ArchaeologicalSociety; the Commissionon Indian Affairs; the State
Chamber of Commerce; the Groundwater Survey; the Nature Conservancy; the
= Folklore Society; the Academy of Science, Arts and Letters; and the lip of the
Mitt Watershed Counci'l.The committee provides the Authority with independent
expert advice and ensures that evaluations of potential resource impacts are
as complete as possible.Although the committee has no voting authority or
responsibilityto make a site recommendation,each organizationmember will
It)
prepare his or her own section only of the report to be presented to the
Authority for considerationin the candidatearea evaluations.
Upon identifyingthree candidate sites, Michigan law directs the
i Authority to establish local monitoring committees in each of the candidate
site communities,with committee members appointed by communityofficial_.
Each monitoring committee will independentlyreview the data gathered for its
specific site and make recommendationsto the Autho.'ty on ways to address
public concerns regardingthe siting process. The A_chority will provide
annual funding (the final amount as yet not determined)to each local
monitoring committeeto carry out its duties. Once a final site is
designated,the monitoring committeefor that host communitywill continue
serving as the community'srepresentativeoverseeing the design, construction
and operation of a disposal facility. The communitywill receive an annual
benefits and compensationpackage during the design, construction,and
operation phases of the disposal facility.
At the time the local monitoring committees are created, the Authority
will establisha statewidereview board to hold public hearings within the
candidate site communities° The review board will receive comments from
citizens, civic leaders and organizationsof the candidate communities,and
provide the Authority with its own recommendationfor a preferred host site.
Each of the candidate sites will undergo 18 months of site
characterizationto collect environmentaldata necessary to support license
applicationrequirements.
The Authoritywill consider the reports from the citizen committees and
the review board prior to making a recommendationto the Michigan Legislature
- on a preferred site.
In February 1989, the Authority announcedthat the St. Clair and
Ontonagan candidate areas were excluded From further consideration in the
siting process as a result of interpretationof newly developedwetlands data.
The decision was made because of the presence, frequency, size, and location
11
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of wetlands in those areas as defined under the State's Wetlands Protection
Act, and as required under the State law establishingsiting criteria. The
Authority determined that the presence of wetlands in the two candidateareas
n_adeit difficult to identify areas sufficientlylarge to characterizeparcels
of land within the 2,250- to 4,000-acre range.
Authority officials also announced that the Lenawee County candidate
area appeared sufficientlylarge to allow for identificationof the three LP
separate candidate sites, as _quired by State law. The Authority indicated,
however, that wetlands informationfor that area would be further analyzed,
along with other criteria applied in the candidate area evaluation phase.
On May 23, 1990, the Michigan Low-LevelRadioactive Waste Authority
issued a news release announcing that the Riga Township area in Lenawee
County, the only remaining siting area under consideration,had been
eliminated from further consideration. According to the release, future work
"will focus on collectionof data that can be utilized in making the
determination if, in fact, a site can be found that meets the State siting
criteria.,
The Michigan Low-Level RadioactiveWaste Authority originally identified
81 eligible areas as potentially suitable for a low-level radioactivewaste
disposal facility. In August 1990, the Authority requested additionalfunding
from the Midwest Compact Commission to evaluate the remaining 78 sites to see
if any of them meet the siting criteria. The compact commission turned down
the request at that time, but indicatedit would appropriate $400,000 for
additionalevaluation contingent on the Authoritygoing to the Michigan
Legislatureand getting the legislatureto change the State's siting criteria.
In the meantime, the compact commission suggestedthe Authority use its
existing staff and resourcesto perform as much site evaluation as possible. -_
Prior to the commissiondecision, the Authority technical staff had been
collecting readily available informationon the 78 sites, such as topographic
maps and informationfrom other State agencies.




sites, the State of Washington, which operates the Richland low-level
radioactive waste disposal facility, sent a letter to Gov. Blanchard which
threatened to deny Michigan generators access to the facility unless the
Michigan Legislature revises the State's siting criteria, candidate sites are
I designated for characterization, or "Michigan provides evidence of good faith
actions...[that it is seeking to meet the requirements of the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of i985.']
The States of Nevada and South Carolina, where the Beatty and Barnwell
low-level radioactive waste disposal facilities are located, similarly have
threatened to deny access to those facilities.
Michigan Authority officials believ J the State is in compliance with the
Federal milestones, and the Authority plans to continue with its site
selection process. Howeve._ Michigan will purc je all avenues necessary to
maintain access to the existing disposal sites.
Nebraska--Host State for the Central Compact Region
Nebraska is the Host State for the Central Interstate Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Compact region. Other compact region member States are
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. Nebraska joined the compact region
in 1983 and, in December 1987, was selected as the compact region's first Host
State for a regional waste disposal facilif_,. The State will host the
disposal facility for 30 years or until five million cubic feet of low-level
radioactive waste have been disposed of at the facility, whichever comes
first. The compact commission selected US Ecology to site, construct, and
operate a LLWdisposal facility. In 1986 Nebraska enacted the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Act which assigned the Department of Environmental
- Control (DEC) responsibility for licensing the facility in accordance with
State requirements.
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As authorized by Nebraska law, the compact commission collected $300,000
from the other compact region member States for distribution as unrestricted
Community Improvement Cash Funds and deposited the money with the DEC. In
13 •
1989, the DEC distributed the funds equally to the three potentialcandidate
, host areas identifiedby US Ecology.
State law stipulates that after three candidate sites are selected,
local monitoring committees will be formed in each candidate site. US Ecology
provided the State with $100,000 for each committee to support its activities
during the site characterizationprocess. With the funds, the committee could
hire staff or contractor ._upportfor independenttechnical review during the
siting process, site characterization,and license applicationreview. Once
; US Ecology identifiesthe preferred site, that host community'slocal
monitoring committeewill receive $100,000 annually through the time the_
disposal site is being developed and operated. These funds will be collected
by the disposal facility operator through a Fee surcharge assessed on facility
users and distributed by the Department of EnvironmentalControl.
State law also requires public participation in the siting process. In
response to this requirement,US Ecology sponsored the formationof a
12-member, statewidecitizens' advisory committee through the League of Women
Voters° The committee provided comments and recommendationsregarding the
=
process and criteria for evaluatingpotential areas for the disposal facility.
The committee also reviewed the technical assumptionsmade by the project
management team.
m
US Ecology also sponsoreCpublic workshops at each stage of the siting
process both to explain the process and to receive public comments about the
criteria being used for area or site evaluation.
_
_ In April 1988, US Ecology developeddraft siting criteria,which were
presented for comment to the citizens' advisory committee and to the public "
=
= through a series of public workshops, As a result of the committee review and
workshops some change_ were incorporatedinto tilecriteria, particularly
=
considerationssuch as size and shape of available land parcelsto be
--
evaluated, proximityof a proposed site to seasonally populated areas, and
=_ presence and proximity of improperly closed boreholes or wells.
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US Ecology screened21 counties that expressed an interest in being
evaluated. This screeningused exclusionaryand preference criteriato
identify areas that are
• Outside a 100-year flood plain and high water and flood areas
v
• Away from wetlands
• Outside the influenceof public water wells
• • Two or more miles from geologic faults
• Outside legally dedicated lands
• Outside the habitats of threatenedor endangered species
• Away from National Register and paleontologicalsites
• Outside areas _ith incompatibleland uses
• 15 or more miles from populationcenters over 100,000, and two ,r
more miles from populationcenters of 5,000.
From the initial screening process completed in August 1988
approximately81 potential areas were identifiedin ]7 of the 21 interested
• counties. These potential areas comprisedabout 22 percent of the State.
In September 1988, US Ecology began more indepth evaluationsof the
17 counties. The result of this evaluationwas identificationof 111
potential siting areas with characteristicsthat appeared acceptable for
siting, at this level of screening. The areas comprised 522 square miles in
11 counties, and ranged from half of a square mile to 18 square miles. The
z
following factors were applied to the 17 counties to identifythe 111
potential siting areas:
-
• Groundwater: Depth to groundwaterzones, complexity of
- hydrogeologicconditions,_otentialsurface die,charge of
groundwater,proximity to major recharge zones, and relationship
to all recharge zon_;s
_
• Geology" Site composition,geologic hazards (e.g., subsidenceand
slumping),proximityto minerals and resources, ease of
characterizing,modelipg and monitoring,and low permeability
J
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• Surface water: Proximity to bodies of water and areas with
drainage problems
• Land: Proximityto dedicated lands and facilities or activities
that may interferewith required monitoring
• Transportation: Proximity to existing Federal and State highways ..
• Populations- Proximityto population centers
Lv
• Cultural and Paleonto]ogicalResources: Proximity to significant
archaeologicaland paleontologicalsites
• Biological Resources: Proximityto listed threatened or
endangered species habitat and sensitivewildlife habitats such as
wetlands
• EngineeringFeasibilityConsiderations: Acreage and configuration
control and erosion control requirements.
The compact region's siting plan calls for identificationof three
candidate sites for evaluation. US Ecology decided, with the concurrenceof
the citizens' advisory committee, to select each of the three candidate sites
from different regions of the State in order to reduce the likelihood of
encounteringa common characteristicthat might eliminate all three sites from
furtherconsideration. The regions are the North Central Tableland
GroundwaterGeology Region,the Nebraska Glacial Drift Groundwater Geology
Region, and the remaininggroundwatergeology regions.
:t
In October 1988, US Ecology began evaluating the 111 potential siting
areas to identify tracts of at least 320 acres, measuring at least one-half
mile by one mile, and held by owners willing to
• Grant an option to purchase the land at a future date
• Renew that option periodically
° Grant access to US Ecology to undertake characterizationstudies.
Private land agents, representingUS Ecology, began visiting candidate ,
sites to identify land owners receptive to selling land. In December 1988, US
Ecology and its subcontractorbegan visually assessing the most p_omising
potential sites. General topography, site drainage, and transportatiollaccess
_ 16
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were specificallynoted in these visits. Some potentialsiting areas were
dropped at this point in favor of sites in Boyd, Clay, Keith, Kimball, Nemaha,
Nuckolls and Webster counties,which were more promising from a hydrogeologic
perspective.
,i
In January 1989, US Ecology recommendedcandidate sites in Boyd,
Nuckolls, and Nemaha counties based on geologic, groundwater,surface water,
topographic,and environmentalresource information.
Followingsix months of site characterizationactivities at the three
candidate sites, US Ecology announcedin December 1989 that the Boyd County
site had been chosen as the preferredsite for the low-level radioactivewaste
disposal facility. This selectionwas based on several conditions:
• Unique geologic conditionsthat will maximize long-term protection
and provide for an effective and highly predictablemonitoring
system
° A relatively simple geology which allows for modeling and
characterizingwith a high degree of reliability
° 500 to 1,000 feet of impermeableshale bedrockbeneath the site
which will provide a sound natural barrier to the aquifer system.
Site characterizationactivitiesare ongoing. US Ecology submitted a
license applicationfor the Boyd County site to the DEC July 31, 1990. Under
the current schedule,US Ecology anticipatessubmitting a draft environmental
impact analysis and a safety report and holding public hearings by the spring
of 1991, and by the fall of 1991 receiving a decision on the license from the
DEC.
New York
' New York is an unaffiliatedState developing its own low-level
. radioactivewaste disposal facility.
New York decided to develop a State-ownedand operated disposal facility
to ensure capacity for the State'swaste generators. As an initial step
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toward this goal, the State Legislaturepassed the New York State Low-Level
RadioactiveWaste Management Act in 1986 which establishesthe framework for
developing a disposal facility. The 'legislationcreated the Low-Level
RadioactiveWaste Siting Commission and gave it responsibilityfor selecting
one or more sites for a disposal facilityand for selectingthe disposal
method to be used at the facility. Upon selection of the preferred site(s)
and disposal method, the siting commission is to apply for certification f,'om
the State Department of EnvironmentalConservation (DEC). Once this
certification is granted, the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA)will assume responsibilityfor applying for a license and
constructingand operating the disposal facility(s).
Public involvementin the siting process is required by New York State
law. The State Low-Level RadioactiveWaste ManagementAct mandates
establishmentof an advisory committeemade up of 13 members appointedby the
governor representingacademia, industry,government, interest groups, and the
general public. Established in 1987, the advisory committee provides advice
to the siting commission,as well as to the DEC, NYSERDA, and the Department_
of Health. The advisory committee is directed by law to review activities
related to selectionof a site(s) and disposal method(s) certification,and
° the developmentof aid to local governments.The advisory committee will
continue operating until the DEC certifiesthe disposal site(s)and method(s),
and issues a final environmental impact statement.
Public comments and informationreceived during the candidate area phase
of the siting process were used in identifyingfive potential sites for
precharacterization. Sections of the site selectionreport address the
comments providedto the siting commissionby local governmentsand citizens'
committees.
New York is an Agreement State with responsibilitiesto regulate the
management of certain radioactivematerials, includingthe disposal of •
low-level radioactivewaste. State law prescribesdisposal methods that can
be considered and specifies certain factors that should be considered in site




the western part of the State From consideration.
The siting commission is using a two-phased approach 'J site selection.
Phase I is site recommendation,and Phase II is detailed site
characterization. Phase I is divided into four steps to identifytwo or three
candidate sites for characterization. New York currently is in the final step
of Phase I° These steps are
• Performing a statewide exclusionaryscreeningto eliminate areas
from further consideration
• Screeningthe remaining non-excludedareas to identify the 10
candidate areas most suitable based on weighted criteria
• Evaluating the 10 candidate areas to identify four to eight
potential sites
° Performinglimited onsite studies of potential sites and selecting
at least two candidate sites for detailed site characterization.
In surveyingthe State for potential sites, the siting commission'ssite
selectionplan provided for evaluation of volunteercommunities or sites that
were offered for considerationto host a disposal facility. These volunteer
locationswould be assessed using the same exclusionaryand preferential
criteria as were appliedto other sites and areas during the evaluation
process. Of five volunteer sites offered by their owners, one is included
among the sites now being considered.
Phase I of the siting process began in June 1988, when the siting
commission applied the exclusionarycriteria that eliminated 30 percent of the
State from further consideration. Eliminatedwere
° Areas immediatelyabove the Long Islandaquifer or any primaryor
principalpublic water'supply aquifer designated by the DEC and
Department of Health
%
° Towns and cities with an average populationdensity of more than_
. 1,000 persons per square mile




In the second step of Phase I, the siting commission applied additional
exclusionarycriteria and preferentialcriteria to the portions of New York
not previously excluded in order to identify 10 candidateareas. Following
application of these criteria, 60 percent of the State, or 30,000 square
miles, remained eligible for further consideration.
The additional exclusi(}narycriteria applied at this step included
m
• Proximity to abandonedmines
' • The Western New York Nuclear Service Center in West Valley
• Significant,perennial bodies of surfacewater.
To the 30,000 square miles remaining eligible following this step, the
siting commission applied some 16 additional preferentialcriteria, including
such geologic considerationsas soi] type, seismicity,distance from public
water supplies, aquifers,and gas fields. Demographicand institutional
considerationssuch as populationdensities and transportationfactors were
also included. The preferentialcriteria and associatedweighted values had
been selected by the siting commission,with assistance from the advisory
committeeand comments from other interestedgroups, in August 1988.
Weighted preferentialcriteria included
, Low seismic hazard
• Presence of geologic units that can accommodatethe disposal
facilities and retard radionuclidemovement
• Distance from active or abandoned gas or oil fields, underground
injectionwells, undergroundgas storage and solution mining areas
: • Distance from high-yield aquifers_
-
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• Distance from significant surfacewater features that are likely
to be sustainedby groundwater discharge through the site
• Low population densities
• Proximity to major waste generators
• Climatologicalconsiderations.
2O
Using a predeterminedpreferabilityscore as a cut-off point, 30
potential candidate areas, ranging in size from 50 to 150 square miles,
remained eligible following the applicationof the criteria. In order to
reduce the number of areas to 10 as specified in the New York State Siting
Plan, the siting commission applied additionalcriteria for which data
previously had not been included in the computerizedscreening system. These
criteria includedthe presence of agriculturalland and wetlands within the
'w
candidateareas, proximity to existing mines, archaeologicalsites, sources of
radiation, and other characteristicssuch as drainage and subsurface
dissolution.
In December 1988, the siting commission announcedthat 10 potential
siting areas across the State remained eligible ",orconsideration. The areas
range in size from 50 to 150 square miles, comprising about two percent of the
State. The commission held public informationmeetings in each area of the
candidate areas in January 1989. In May, the State legislatureappropriated
$50,000 in financial assistance for each of the I0 candidate areas for use by
the respective counties to provide the siting commission additional
informationthat may bear upon the suitabilityof the potentialsiting areas.
In January 1989, the siting commission entered the third,step of
Phase I, to identify four to eight potentialdisposal sites with a minimum of
200 acres of contiguous land within the 10 candidateareas._ Each of the 10
• candidatesites was evaluated using a g_._raphic informationsystem that
analyzes grids of 40 acres. At this stage of scree_ling,some criteria
evaluated in the earlier stages were reapplied using much more specific data.
Exclusionarycriteria at this stage included presence of wetlands and
agriculturallands, and proximity to aquifers. Forty-threefavorability
• criteria were applied, includingsoil characteristics,geology, public water
supplies,population densities, climate, precipitation,transportationand
. socioeconomicfactors. Using a criteriaweighting system and a predetermined
cut-off score, 96 potential sites were identified. To these were added five
sites offered for considerationby the property owners. The final application
screeningusinggeologic mapping took into account site-specificfeatures,
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such as intersectionof the site by a highwayor stream and local topography.
The minimum site size was also increasedto 400 acres to allow more
flexibility in facility location aF,d configuration. This allowed
investigatorsto further reduce the number to 55.
Having applied the criteria and data available for geologic mapping, the
siting commission turned to visual inspections,aerial photographs,and
published informationto identify such features as oil and gas wells, erosion
factors, and agriculturalactivities that would affect disposal site
performancemodeling. Applyi_igthe professiona_,judgment of specialistsin a
range of technicaldisciplines,the sitingcommission narrowed consideration
to 19 locations.
At this point, the siting commission reapplied on a site-specificbasis
the criteria and weighted values listed in the site selection plan, and
applied 17 criteria such as erosion, drainage, noise, and aesthetic factors
that could only be obtained on a site-specificbasis.
In September 1989, the siting commission announced five potential sites
for a disposal facility: two in Cortland County (Taylor Central, 473 acres;
and Taylor North, 686 acres), and three in Allegany County (West Almond,
918 acres; Canaedea, 1039 acres; and Allen, 780 acres).
Since selectionof the five potential sites, siting commission survey
teams have been physically blockedby opponents from gaining access to the
potential sites for any pre.characterizationwork. In some instances, survey
personnel have required police escorts from a site after protestors surrounded
the officials and would not allow them to leave. Opponents of the sites have
handcuffed themselves to bridges attemptingto block access to a site, and in
one instance,minor injuries occurred during a confrontationbetween State
police and protestors.
w
Following the incident in which injuries occurred, Governor Cuomo issued
a statement which said, in part" "...I think it is reasonable for the State
siting commission temporarily to refrain from any further onsite
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precharacterizationwork at the candidate sites in Cortland and Allegany
counties,without suspendingthe site and dispnsal method selectionprocess.
What I am suggesting is that until I have had the opportunityto discuss this
matter further with State legislatorsand local citizens, the commission
should concentrate its efforts on other more productive activities."
Pending the outcome of these discussions,the siting commission and its
staff are continuing to examine existing data without attempting to gain
access to the sites. Work also is continuing on the selection and description
of disposal methods _ _
Ii
As of the end of July, there was no onsite precharacterizationwork
planned at the five candidate site areas, and the only siting work under way
was a review of the previously completedtechnical studies of the candidate
site areas.
q
In June Governor Cuomo held meetings with local citizens and State
legislatorsfrom the potential site areas. As a result of those meetings, the
Governor signed into law a low-levelradioactivewaste bill that has three
major provisions.
I. The siting commission will identify a preferredmethod of
disposing of low-levelradioactivewaste and put the proposal
through a public hearing process before the site selectionprocess
is restarted. The siting commissionwill evaluate candidate site
areas against the "preferredmethod," and then will recommend a
final site to the Departmentof EnvironmentalConservation.
2. The law revisedthe makeup of the 13-membercitizens' advisory
- committee by replacing voting members from State agencies with
citizens representingspecific professionsand geographic areas._
m
3. The bill expands the siting commissionfrom five to seven members
with the additional representativesfrom a citizens' not-for-
profit environmentalgroup and a sociologist.
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She siting commission chairman opened considerationof the West Valley
Nuclear Services facility as a potential low-level radioactivewaste facility
site, The commissionersagreed that he should collect preliminarydata
available on the site and to seek an opinion from the town of Ashford's
elected officials about using the West Valley site as a low-levelradioactive
waste disposal facility. The legislaturewould have to rescind by amendment
the law excluding West Valley from consideration. In authorizing the review
o
of West Valley, the siting commission stipulatedthe facility must undergo the
same technical evaluations as the other areas of the State. A decision to
reconsiderWest Valley could be made only by the legislature.
North Carolina....Host State for the SoutheastCompact Reciio___nn
In 1983, North Carolina joined the Southeast InterstateLow-Level
RadioactiveWaste Management Compact region,which also includes Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. North
Carolina was designated by the compact commission to host the second regional
disposal facility followingclosure of the operating disposal facility in
Barr_well,South Carolina, December 31, 1992. The North Carolina facility is
to remain open for 20 years or until the facility has recelved 32 million
cubic feet of waste.
The Low-Level RadioactiveWaste Management Authority (the Authority),
which was establishedby law in 1987, is charged with siting, building,
leasing or operating, and closing the disposal facility. The Authority is
composed of 15 citizens who are not elected officials or employees of State
agencies. The governor, lieutenant governor and speakerof the house each
appointedfive members to the Authority.
The Authority is chargedwith establishingprocedures and criteria for
evaluating alternative locationsfor the facility,which is consistent with
the rules of the North Carolina Radiation ProtectionCommission. The General
Statutes list a number of factorsthat must be considered in screeningthe
State for suitable disposal sites.
The Authority compiled and evaluatedFederal and State regulations to
identify those that are applicable to statewidescreening, and those that were
applicable to area or site-specificscreening. Regulationswere further
subdivided into those th_.tidentifiedexclusionarycriteria and those that
identifiedsuitabilityc_iteria.
The selection of a preferred site for a disposal facility in North
Carolina is based on the applicationof a phased screeningprocess conducted
by the Authority's technical contractors. The Authority entered a contract
]
with Ebasco Services Inc. in July 1988 to perform the first two siting phases"
identificationof "potentiallysuitable areas" (Phase I), and identification
of a smaller number of "candidate areas" (Phase II).
In an effort parallel to the screeningprocess, the Authority encouraged
volunteerhost sites within any areas of the State that were not specifically
excluded by State or Federal regulations. Communitieswere encouraged to
express their interest in hostingthe facility through their local elected
officials. Volunteer communitieswould be evaluated on technicalmerit and
ability to be licensed and would be included in the overall siting process.
The invitationdid not Fesult in any volunteerhost sites.
The Authority conducted public heari,_gsprior to adopting the siting
procedures and criteria. Several of the comments from the public resulted in
amendments to the guidelines. Examplesare the addition of proximity to=.
national wildlife refuges, fish hatcheriesand natural landmarks as features
to be avoided, and local land uses including"land adjacent to nuclear power
plants" as favorable characteristics. Changes to the siting criteria
resulting from the public hearings are explained 'inthe report, Summar_of
Comments from March 21-23_ 19_.8,Public Hearinqs and RecommendedResponses,
- A_pril1988.
z:
- . In Phase I, Ebasco applied a number of exclusionarycriteria reflecting
the technical feasibility,potentialto meet licensing requirements,and_
: factors related to public acceptance. Areas with the following-
-_ cha.-acteristicswere excluded from furtherconsideration-
2S
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• Flood-prone coastal areas: Areas likely to flood in the storm
surge created by a severe (Class 5) hurricane
° Flood plains of rivers and swamps" Areas where 100 percent of the
area floods and swamps greater than 500 acres in size
° Public drinking water supplies: Areas with municipal water wells, ,
plus a 1,000-foot radius
° High water table" Areas where 100 percent of the area has a water
table at six feet or less
° Population density" The 1987 boundaries of municipalities,
census-designated urban areas, and census-designated
unincorporated towns, plus a two-kilometer buffer zone
° Lakes and scenic rivers" Lakes greater than 5aO acres in size,
and officiallydesignated scenic rivers
• National parks, national forests, state parks, ._tdteforests,
Indian reservations,military reservations,and Federalwildlife
refuges.
These exclusionarycriteriaeliminated a large portion of the State from
consideration,particularlyin the coastal plain region and heavily populated
regions. The survey identified 38 percent of North Carolina (20,446 square
miles or almost 13.1 million acres) as potentiallysuitable at this level of
screening. The Authority accepted Ebasco's Phase I recommendationson
potentiallysuitable areas. Areas not excluded in this phase were defined as
potentially suitable areas.
Following the statewide screening, Ebasco began Phase II. Additional
exclusionarycriteriawere applied to the potentiallysuitable areas from
Phase I. This screeningprocess culminated early in 1989, when Ebasco
recommendedcandidate areas to the Authority comprising 9.5 percent of the
State's land (about 5,054 square miles). The Authority accepted the
recommendationand announced selectionof the candidate areas on March 20,
1989. During Phase II, land with the followingcharacteristicswas removed
from consideration:
• Areas with swamps, wetlands, lakes, ponds, and fresh water upland
bogs
• Areas where more than 90 percent of the land area is subject to
periodic flooding
• Areas with known mineral exploitation
• Ar_as prone to the developmentof sinkholes
° Areas less than two miles from municipalwater wells
° Areas less than two miles from the North Carolina State boundary
° Areas with populationdensities greater than 500 persons per
square mile.
Ebasco's submission of candidate areas was to be its final contractual
obligation with the Authority, However, contract negotiationswere still
under way between the Authority and Chem-NuclearSystems Inc. to site, design,
build, operate, and close a disposal facility. To avoid interruptingsiting
work during the negotiations,the Ebasco contract was extended into Phase III.
In this phase Ebasco applied a set of exclusionaryand suitabilitycriteria
available at this level of screening in order to identify suitable areas from
within the candidate areas. These criteria included
° Areas of at least 150 contiguous acres, all of which met the
statewide exclusionaryand suitabilityscreening criteria
• The slope within an area's boundaries generally should not exceed
two degrees
• Areas could not have any churches, hospitals,cemeteries, schools,
or prisons
° Areas must have virtuallyno shallow groundwater,and no perennial
streams or swamps.
The suitable areas Ebasco identified included 116 tracts of land ranging
from 700 to 2000 acres, mostly within the borders of single counties. One of
, the tracts which the Authoritywould accept for further study straddledthe
county line separating Wake and Chatham counties.
As Ebasco was completingthe identificationof the suitable areas, the
Authority completed negotiationsand entered into a contract with
Chem-Nuclear. The company assumed the siting work, reexaminingand verifying
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Ebasco's process for identifying the 116 suitable areas and the results of the
screening. Chem-Nuclear then continued the screening process by applying
additional exclusionary and suitability criteria. These included
• Size of the potential site: A minimum site size and buffer of
about 500 acres
• Buffer zone characteristics: A minimum 1,000 feet from the edge
of the storage cells' projected location; no perennial streams, .,
swamps, or 100-year floodplains;no severe topography such as
ravines, cliffs, bluffs; no indicationof shallowgroundwater in
the buffer or at the boundary
• Environmentalfactors relating to water quality: No direct
discharge into streamsclassified as outstandingresource waters.
On November 8, 1989, Chem-Nuclearrecommended four favorable site areas
to the Authority for precharacterization. The recommendedsite areas were a
2,000-acre tract in Richmond County, a more than 1,O00-acretract in Rowan
County, a less than 1,000-acretract in Union County, and a nearly 750-acre
: tract straddlingthe Wake and Chathamcounty lines. The Authority accepted
. Chem-Nuclear's recommendation and authorized precharacterization studies on
the four site areas. The precharacterization of the four site areas involved
• Conducting site-specificfield studies to collect data on
hydrologicaland geological factors of the sites, such as their
_ ability to be readily modeled
° Reviewing environmentaland public health factors
• Reviewing seismic information
° Collecting more detailed natural, cultural, and socioecor._mic
information
• Evaluating topographical,ecological, archaeological,
recreational,cultural,and historic features
• Evaluating site accessibility.
The Authority and Chem-Nuclearconducted public meetings in each of the .
counties containing the favorable site areas and received additional technical
informationand public comments. In February 1990, Chem-Nuclearrecommended
_ that the Richmond County and Wake/ChathamCounty areas be considered for
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formal characterization,and that the two other areas be eliminated. The
company foul_dthat each of the two sites had featur_ favorable for siting:
• Large enough to accommodatea disposal site of up to 500 acres
° Potentialbuffer zone areas with no perennial _treams
,
• Groundwaterdepths greater than 7 feet
• Slopes of less than 2 percent
° No watersheds or outstandingwater resources
, ° Populationdensities less than 500 persons per square mile
• Shapes amenable to locating disposal cells, sulport buildings and
buffer zones.
Chem-Nuclearrecommendedeliminationof the other two areas because it
believed that surface and groundwatercharacteristicswould likely make the
areas difficult to license. These characteristicsincluded perennial streams
in the Rowan and Union County sites that indicate shallow groundwater.The
Union County area also included a watershedthat was scheduled to be
reclassifiedinto a more restrictivecategory of land use. On March la, 1990,
the Authority voted to eliminate the Rowan and LlnionCounty areas from further
consideration,and on April 30 voted to authorizecharacterizationof the
Richmond and Wake/ChathamCounty areas.
After announcementby the Authorityof the sites to be characterized,
State law provides for establishmentof site designation review committees for
each area, with membership appointed by the respective county boards of
commissioners. The committeeswill advise the county commissionerson all
aspects of the site selection process. Each committeewill be ailocated
$50,000 (or a total of $75,000 if two counties are involved}. Following
_ characterization,the committee in the area selected as the favored site will
= remain active during the operationallife of the disposal facility,.
o
After each of the areas is c,,aracterized,State law requires the
Authority to hold public meetings in each of the counties. Following
considerationof comments received at the meetings, the Authority expects to
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select a preferred site in 1992.
Following selection of the preferred site, State law requires the
Authority to develop a financialbenefits package in cooperation with
community leaders, the site designation review committee, and public interest
groups.
,i
Boards of cotantycommissionersfor each of the three counties in which
the Richmond and Wake/Chathamfavorable sites are located appointed li-member
site designation review committees to review the site-specific
• characterizationplans prepared by Chet_-NuclearSystems. Each of the review
committees submitted its comments on the characterizationplans to the
Division of Radiation Protection.
Texas
3
• Texas is an unaffiliatedState developing its own low-levelradioactive
waste disposal facility, Texas enacted the State Low-Level RadioactiveWaste
Disposal Authority Act in 1982 to implementthe requirementsof the Federal
Low-Level RadioactiveWaste Policy Act of 1980. The State law establishedthe
Authority and ga'veit responsibilityfor siting and operating a disposal
facility. The law marldatespublic involvementin the siting process and
impact assistance funding for the host communityof the facility.
State law requires that two of the six voting members of the Authority
; board of directors be appointedby the governor to represent the general
J public. Once a preferred site is selected,the law requires the governor to
appoint a representativeof the general public (a resident of the disposal
facility host county) as a voting Authority board member.
The criteria used to guide the site selectionprocess were developedby
the Authority's technicalstaff. They incorporatethe statutory site
:_lectioncriteria contained in Texas revisedcivil statutes, regulationsof




When the siting process began in 1982, the Authority selected a
five-membercitizens' advisorypanel made up of officialsrepresenting various
geographic areas of the State to review siting data and provide public comment
and oversight. A major contributionof the advisory panel was its assistance
in developing the uniform site ranking process based on environmental,
engineering,and economic concerns. This ranking process was used by '_he
Authority throughout the siting process.
The site selection processoriginally consisted of three site screening
phases. The objective of the first phase, begun in 1982, was to identify
regions of the State likely to yield areas with characteristicssuitable for a
disposal site. Unlike severalof the other States that begap their screening
with applicationof a uniform set of exclusionarycriteria,Texas was able to
begin its process with more specific regional evaluationsbecause of the
State's large number of distinctiveregions, each with different
characteristicspotentiallysuitable for low-levelradioactivewaste disposal.
In the second phase, the eligible regions were furtherevaluated to identify
specificpotentially suitable sites. In the third phase, precharacterization
studieswere performed on several sites identifiedin the second phase. In
1984, during implementationof the process, Texas law was amended to require
reapplicationof the screeningphases to State-ownedland.
In the first phase of screening,regional areas were identified that did
not have
• 100-year floodplains,wetlands, and coastal high hazard zones
• Shallow water tables
z
° Recharge zones of the major or minor Texas aquifers
° Projected future populatio_igrowth
• Seismic activity or faulting
• National, Federal,or State parks or wildlife management areas
z




• Varying geologic conditionsthat could make a site difficult to
characterizeand model.
Through the statewide screeningprocess, the Authority identified 15
large areas likely to contain suitable sites for a disposal facility. After
examining each of the areas in more detail, particularlyfor favorable
geologic and soil conditions, the Authority selected eight for additional
evaluation in the second phase of the siting process.
The areas selected were Hudspeth County_ the Nueces Plains, the Black
Prairie, the North-Central Prairies,the Western Cross Timbers, the
Abilene-HaskellPlains, the Red Bed Plains, and the Northern Black Prairie. Of
these, the Authority determined that the Nueces Plains, the Red Bed Plains and
Hudspeth County possessed the most favorablecharacteristics,particularly
groundwater levels, low populationdensities and hydrometeorogicalfactors.
In May 1983, the Authority began Phase II evaluationsof the eight
regional areas to reduce the amount of land in each subject to further
evaluation. The Authority screened each region with respect to more specific
geological and transportationfactors. Concurrently,efforts were made to
locate land within the favorable areas that might be available for purchase
because the Authority does not have power of eminent domain.
=
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From the remaining area, the Authority identifiedapproximately280
potential sites of at least 250 acres each. Site identificationwas the
. result of quantitativeapplicationof a number of factors: amount of
contiguous area; current land uses; surfacedrainage and topography;
groundwaterdischarges; surfacewater resources;demographic,cultural, and
recreationalfeatures.
_
Through aerial and field reconnaissancesurveys, and validation of map
- information,the Authority narrowed the possible sites to 57. Of these, the
Authority considered 26 in the Nueces Plans, 14 in Red Bed Plains_ and two in
Hudspeth County to have the most favorablecharacteristicsfor low-level
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radioactivewaste disposal. Except for the sites in Hudspeth County, which
were owned by the Universityof Texas, each of the more favorable sites was
privatelyowned.
Dames and Moore, Inc., a contractor supporting the Authority in the site
selection process, ranked each of the 57 potentialsites with respect to
environmental,engineering,and economic factors. Environmentalfactors
includedgeology; groundwater;hydrometeorology;current land use; land use
potential; demographic,cultural, archaeological,and recreationalfactors.
Engineering and economic factors includedltransportationaccess, operating
costs, site engineering,surface water management,land costs, land
availability,and availabilityof support services. The contractor assigned
weighted values to the criteria, evaluated each site with respect to the
criteria,_and recommended 25 sites to the _uthorityfor further consideration.
After further evaluation of the 25 sites, four of the sites potentially
available _or purchase were recommended to the Authority for continued
evaluation.
Upon examinationof specific circumstancesassociated with each site,
all but twowere eliminated from considerationfor site characterization. In
February 1985, the Authority staff recommendedto the Authority Board that two
sites in the Nueces Plains (in _._cMullenand Dimmit Counties) be considered as
candidates for characterizationas preferredsites.
About the same time, the Texas Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Disposal
Authority Act was amended to require additional site selection studiesof
State-owned land. If suitable State-ownedsites could be found, the Authority
'._asto give preference to those sites over equally suitable privatelyheld
sites. The amendments also prohibited selectionof a site within 20 miles
, upstream of certain reservoirs,a criteria that eliminated the McMullen and
Dimmit County sites. Following enactmentof the amendments,the Autilority
., Board of Directors tabled the staff recommendationof the two sites and
directed the staff to begin screeningState-ownedland.
= With the cooperationof the Texas General Land Office and the University
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of Texas System, the Authority identified all State-ownedland and began the
siting process over again, implementingeach of the evaluationphases. The
first phase of exclusionaryand preferentialscreeningreduced the amount of
land potentiallyeligible from 2.9 million acres in 172 counties to 667,000
acres in 10 counties. In subsequent screeningsteps, the Authority, by
June 1985, had identified seven new State-owned sites for further onsite
evaluation. To these were added the two university-ownedsites in Hudspeth
County that had been identified in the previous statewidestudy.
Of the seven new potentialcandidate sites, there were three in Hudspeth
County (includingthe Fort Hancock site), two in Culberson County, one in
Loving County, and one in Ward County. Further evaluation suggested the
presence of uniform geologic formationsunderlying the Fort Hancock site and a
Culberson site, a favorable feature for siting. The other two H_IdspethCounty
sites revealed presence of bedrock and groundwaterprotection characteristics,
also favorable. The evaluation also revealed the possibility of shallow
groundwater in one of the Culberson County sites, and unstable sands and
proximity to gas and oil fields at the Loving and Ward County sites.
In August 1985, the Authority decided that the two Hudspeth County sites
identified in the original site screening,the Fort Hancock site, and the two
sites in CulbersonCounty should be evaluated as potential sites for further
study. In December, the Authority entered into a contract with the University
of Texas Bureau of Economic Geology for that organizationto perform extensive
onsite evaluationsof the five sites, in conjunctionwith Texas A&M
University,the University of Texas at El Paso, and Texas Tech.
The onsite investigationshowed a potential for undergroundcollapse, a
high degree of faulting, and perched water tables at both CulbersonCounty
sites. One of the original Hudspeth County sites was eliminated because of
its potential for large flood flows in an adjacent arroyo, and because of the
potential for recharge to the groundwater from fractured rock beneath the
site. This left the Fort Hancock site and one Hudspeth County sit,=,for
considerationas preferred sites.
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In early 1987, the Authoritywas prepared to name the Fort Hancock site
as the preferred site, but the selectionwas delayed when El Paso County filed
suit against the Authority in El Paso District Court. The suit contended that
the evaluation of the siting criteria had been inadequate. El Paso received a
temporary injunction in theDistrict Court, but the injunctionwas overturned
upon appeal in the State Court of Appeals because the site had not yet been
selected as_the preferred site. The Appellate Court's ruling was upheld by
the Texas Supreme Court.
Followingthe Supreme Court decision in July 1988, the Authority began
further analysis of the Fort Hancocksite, completing the work in August 1989.
The studies, carried out under contractswith the same universitieslisted
above, indicatedthat the site is suitable For a low-levelradioactivewaste
disposal facility and that itwould likely meet licensing requirements.
During the 14-month onsite study, scientistsdetermined that the site
was on a plain underlain by more than 400 feet of mixed clay, silt, and sand,
and that the water table was about 500 feet below the surface. Scientists
determined there is no recharge to the groundwaterat the site. Also,
undergroundgeological barriers separatewater under the site from the Rio
Grande River. Meteorologistsdiscernedthat the climate for the site area has
been stable for at least 150 years and is expected to remain that way for
centuries. The maximum rainfall expected once in 100 years is four inches in
a 24-hour period. The sparse rainfall and excellentdrainage "limitthe
potentialfor surface flooding. Nearby faults are relatively inactive,there
are no endangered species of plants or animals found on the site, nor are
there any archaeologicallysignificantruins on the site.
In November 1989, the Authoritydesignated /FortHancock as the preferred
site for a low-level radioactivewaste disposal facility.The El Paso County
suit was reinstated in early 1990, contending that the Fort Hancock site is
., flawed, the site selection process is flawed, and that the Authority did not
follow the letter of the law in the site selection process.
The Authority, in return for the county's agreeing to seek an early
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court date (then set for April 1990), agreed to postpone completing technical
site studies, filing a license applicationwith the Texas Department of Health
for a disposal facility, and holding puL_iic,hearings until the trial.
In February, the Authority made disposal facility design changes during .,
the preliminary phase of the Site design process. Because of the design
changes, El Paso officials contended that they would need additional,time to
prepare their case for court. The court granted a continuance until
August 13, I!)90. The court's action terminated the Authority's agreement with
El Paso County to postpone the completion of site evaluations and preparation
of a license application in exchange for agreement to set an early court date.
The Authority believes that the trial delay has had a significanteffect on
the schedule for submission of the license application,license approval, and
facility constructionand operation deadlines. The Authority is now
evaluating these adjustment.,;to the process.
Texas law requires that a citizens' advisory board be established within
30 days of the start of constructionof the facility. Committee members will
be nominatedby elected officials of the host county and appointedby the
Authority Board of Directors',.The committee'sresponsibilitieswill include
independentmonitoring of disposal site activities,and the development of
recommendationsfor allocation of impact assistance (10 percent of the
facility's gross revenues) t,ocounty politicalsubdivisions.
Because of the court (:ase,the Authority has not pursued any license
applicationwork.
Illinois--HostState for .theCentral Midwest.Compact Reqion
The Central Midwest InterstateLow-LevelRadioactiveWaste Compact '_
region is composed of Illinois and Kentucky. Compact legislationstipulates
that no compact State producing less than I0 percent of the region's waste may
be designated to host a disposal facility. As the major producer of low-level
radioactivewaste in the compact region, Illinoiswas designated the compact
region's Host State for a disposal facility.
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The amended Illinois Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste Management Act of 1983
assigns responsibilityto the IllinoisDepartment of Nuclear Safety (IDNS) for
conducting siting studies; licensing;and selectinga contractor to design,
construct, operate, and close the disposal facility.
IDNS chose to carry out its obligationsin a slightly different manner
than the Host States mentioned above. The siting approach taken by Illinois
J_
emphasizes community awareness and involvement. For example:
• Illinoisdeveloped an economic benefits and impactmitigation
package for communitieshosting alternativesites. Through this
package, IDNS and the compact commissionhave distributedover
$1.9 million in grants to two potentialhost communities:the town
of Martinsvillein Clark County for the Martinsvillesite, and
Wayne County for the Geff site. Certain funds are unrestricted,
while other funds must be used by the potentialhost communities
to conduct independenttechnical studiesor evaluationsof the
impactsof hosting a disposal facility.
® In addition to community financialsupport through grants, IDNS
has carried out an extensive public participationprogram, which
includes encouragingthe formationof state and local citizens'
advisory groups,conducting hundreds of informationalmeetings and
at least four public hearings.
While the public hearings are requiredby law to beheld before
identifyingalternativessites, establishingthe advisory groups
and holding informationalmeetings were initiatedby IDNS. The
advisory groups provided IDNS with input from the generators,
, eY1vironmentalgroups, the local co_munities,and the general
public. The informationalmeetings, some 487 in all (397 of these
., in Clark and Wayne counties), were used to provide citizens with
informationabout the siting process and to receive comments from
the public.
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The site selection process is guided by criteria established in Illinois
statutoryand regulatory requirements. Under I11inois law, any site selected
for a disposal facilitymust have the approval of the affected unit of
government. A municipalityhas jurisdictionif a potential site is within
1.5 miles of the municipality'sborders; the county government has
jurisdictionif the site is farther than 1.5 miles from the municipality's
borders.
Io Fulfill its mandate to establish a disposal facility, IDNS
• Identifiedcounties interested in hosting a disposal facility
• Evaluated identifiedcounties by applying exclusionaryand
favorability factors
• Identified potentialcandidate areas within the identified
counties
• Selected potentialcandidate areas and performed a reconnaissance
of these areas
• Selected candidateareas from among the potential candidate areas
for more detailed reconnaissanceand drilling
• Selected four alternativesites for detailed investigationand
evaluation
° Characterizedtwo sites (physicaltesting and data gathering have
been completed, but the findings have not been published as of the
completion of this report).
Upon completion of all necessary studies, the director of IDNS will
recommend a site to a siting commissionwhich was established in the summer of
1990. The siting commission will then select the facility site.l
In May 1987, IDNS contractedwith Battelle Memorial Instituteto act as
an agent for IDNS to conduct a study of the State and eventually recommend at "
least two alternative sites for a disposal facility 'toIDNS. The selection
process was designed and implemented to offer all communities in Illinois the
opportunity to be considered for hosting the disposal facility if favorable
interest and suitable geological conditions were preser_ in their areas.
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By late summer of 1987, 21 counties had expressed interest in hosting
the facility. In cooperationwith the Illinois State Geological Survey and
the Illinois State Water Survey, IDNS applied a series of exclusionary
criteria to those counties to identify potentialcandidate areas within the
counties. The exclusionaryfactors eliminated areas with potential for
significantearthquake activity, areas within a lO0-year flood plain,
designated Federal and State protectedlands, and areas prone to subsidence
and landslides. The presence of any one exclusionaryfactor eliminated a
given land unit from consideration.
IDNS next evaluated potentialcandidate areas using 18 favorability
factors. These factors, if present in an area, indicatedan increased
probabilityof identifyingsuitable sites. The factorswere broken into two
categories"seven performance-relatedand 11 nonperformance-relatedfactors.
Performance-relatedfactors representedcharacteristicsthat provided
assurancethat a site's geology and hydrologywould help prevent or retard the
movement of radionuclidesin environmentalpathways.These factors include (a)
areas of low soil permeability,(b) areas of simple geologic structure, (c)
areas far from surfacewater supplies,(d) areas without high-yield
groundwateraquifers, (e) areas without shallow aquifers, (f) areas with low
erosion, and (g) areas without surficialsand and gravel deposits.
Nonperformance-relatedfactorswere those that would not directly affect
overall performanceof a disposal facility, but which would have an impact on
its siting. Examples include (a) prime farmland, (b) areas with
archaeological,historical,or cultural sites, (c) areas that may experience
future growth, and (d) areas with critical habitats of endangeredor
important species.
Through this process, IDNS identified69 potential candidate areas in 17
counties for further evaluation. Four of the original 21 counties were
eliminated for tecnnical reasons.
_
IDNS next performed reconnaissanceof the potentlal candidate areas,
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with the goal of identifyingseveralcandidate areas. Each area would be
about four square miles to provide flexibilityin selecting optimal 1,000-acre
tracts_ The disposal facility would occupy about 300 acres, with the
remainder serving as a buffer zone.
.,
Because of adverse public reaction, in January and February 1988 %1,_
remaining counties notified IDNS that they were no longer interested in being +
considered. This turnaboutoccurred as the siting efforts of IDNS became more
widely publicized. This publicity generatedpublic opposition, and opponents
urged elected officials to withdraw expressionsof interest. However, in
February the city of Martinsville and five weeks later Wayne County (not one
of the original 21 counties) requested that IDNS attempt to identifya site
location within their respective areas. One additional county was also
evaluated and eliminated from consideration.
During candidate area reconnaissanceand drilling, additionalfactors
were studied. Reconnaissanceinvolved verifying information alreadycollected
as well as gathering data from local government sources and State agencies
such as the Illinois State Water Survey and State Geological Survey. IDNS
also obtained descriptive informationon economic resources, relief,drainage,
wetlands, transportation,physical developments,and settlement patterns in
each candidate area.
From reconnaissancewithin Martinsvilletownship and Wayne County, IDNS
identified six candidate areas. Following identificationof the six areas,
IDNS began an evaluation to select four alternativesites, two of which would
eventually undergo detailed characterization. This work involved
• Conducting visual surveys of the areas to verify the results of
prior siting steps and to determinethe existence of any
previously unspecifiedfeatures
• Obtaining aerial photographsto study topographicfeatures, land
use, and demographic patterns
• Drilling boreholes to determine the physical nature of the soil
and bedrock
• Obtaining informationfrom local sources that might be relevant to
the siting of a disposal facility_
In March 1988, IDNS selected the MartinsvilleAlternative Site, located
north of the city in Clark County, for the detailed characterizationprocess.
In June 1988, IDNS then selected the Geff AlternativeSite in Wayne County for
characterization. Finally, in August IDNS selected two additional
alternativessites, one in Wayne County and one south of Martinsvillein
Martinsvilleand Orange townships.
In May 1988, IDNS announcedthe selectionof WestinghouseElectric
Corporationas the disposal facility developer/contractor. Twelve months
later, during Phase II contract negotiations,IDNS and Westinghousewere
unable to agree on requirementsconcerning facility ownership, financing,and
liability. As a result, IDNS began discussionswith another prospectivesite
operator, and in July 1989, contractedwith Chem-NuclearSystems, Inc., to be
facility developer/operator.
In September and early October 1989, IDNS held public workshops to
report the results of its environmental,geological,and hydrological studies,
and to discuss the resultsof the site characterizationwork. To satisfy
concerns about the site selectionprocess expressed by the public after the
workshops, Governor James Thompson directed IDNS to reorganize its procedure
for selecting a disposal site. Two weeks later, the Illinois Senate voted to
investigatethe siting process.
In early 1990, Wayne County facility opponentswere successful in having
an advisory referendum placed on a March 1990 primary ballot. The referendum
basically stated that Wayne County did not want a LLW facility sited in the
county. Sixty-eightpercent of those going to the polls voted for the
referendum. In April !990, as a result of that expression of oppositionto
the disposal facility by voters, the county commissionerspassed a resolution
o essentially stating that if IDNS asked the county to host a disposal facility,
the county commission would turn down the request. However, the county
commission vote in April did not preclude IDNS from continuing
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characterizationwork at the site.
In the summer of 1990 the lllir_oislegislature appointed a three-person
siting commission made up of a former Illinois Supreme Court justice, a
University of Illinois civil engineeringprofessor, and a member of the Sierra
0
Club. The commission was to review the site selectionprocess and, if
nominated by the director of IDNS, determine whether the Martinsville
_w
Alternative Site meets the requirementsestablishedin State law and
regulations. Because of the vote of the Wayne County commissioners,the
alternative site in that county will not be presentedby IDNS for
considerationat the siting commission proceedings. The siting commission
review will occur early in 1991 after IDNS completes its studies and reports
on the MartinsvilleAlternative Site.
CONCLUSION
Host States have chosen many different paths in approaching site
selection for LLW disposal facilities to fulfill their responsibilitiesunder
the Low-Level RadioactiveWaste Policy Act of 1985. These unique approaches
have been developed in response to the specific technical, economic, and
political circumstancesof each Host State.
lt is apparent that the technicaland economic aspects of the various
site selectionprocesses are similar. What stands out as the primary
_ difference is the political/publicresponse processeswhich are established at
the beginning and which continue to evolve throughout the site selection
process. When public oppositiondevelops to a sufficient degree, most States
have responded by significantlychanging at least some aspects of the site
selectionprocess, such as examiningadditional technicaland social
considerations;reevaluatingand reorganizingthe site selection '
responsibilities;amending the controllingState legislation;and slowing
]
down, stopping, or restarting site selectionactivities. -
Whether any of these approaches is ultimately successful in achieving
the goals of the Act remains to be seen. However, Host States and other
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States approaching a site selectionprocess can learn from these experiences
and incorporatethe positive aspects into their own programs. One of the
lessons that can be drawn from these experieocesis that political and public
processes will exert a powerful influenceon the site selectionprocess at
virtually every stage. Often this influenceis positive, and siting processes
have improved because of it. Agencies with the responsibilityfor siting a
Lt.Wdisposal facility must take into considerationthis influenceand respond
in a positive manner, while designing their processesto be flexible enough to
accommodatethe pressure.
As U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissionerForrest Remick has said, "The
surest way to enhance the risk of failure is to provide no workable
alternativeto a narrowly defined path to success." The mirror of this
statement is equally apt: "The surestway to achieve goals is to provide
workable alternativesalong a well-definedpath to success°"
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